We’re about impacting lives.

“

Working with pioneers and thought leaders of
outstanding caliber year after year, I’ve been able to observe and
develop distinctions, tactics, and proven best practices that allow me
to be even sharper and more intentional in providing you with the
best of the best.
TONY JEARY—The RESULTS Guy™

“

Positively impacting results for over 25 years!
TONY JEARY—The RESULTS Guy™
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INTRODUCTION

Tony Jeary

surpasses that of anyone I’ve ever known, and it drives
his commitment to learning and growing. And it’s his
passion for helping people win that fuels his life
purpose—to share his learnings through books, speeches,
coaching, videos, courses, and Collaborative Relationships,
so they, too, can change their thinking and create better,
faster, and long-lasting results. Consequently, he’s had
top achievers and world-class performers seek him out
throughout his career to help propel them and their
organizations into success.

EXECUTION

• Four Decades
• Family Model
• Give Value, Do More Than
Is Expected
• Extraordinary Results

FOCUS

Tony has invested four decades into following his family’s
model of serving people, giving value, and doing more
than is expected. His ingrained inquisitiveness about how
to achieve extraordinary results in every area of life

CLARITY

My platform as a member of Tony’s team for almost two
decades has given me one of the “best seats in the house”
for observing the remarkable impact he’s had on the lives
of thousands of people. I’ve either edited or served as a
ghost writer on most of the fifty-plus books Tony has
authored; and I’ve seen firsthand how he and his handpicked team have changed many lives and helped
countless organizations excel, making their owners
millions and even billions.

Tony recently read and studied an article by Clayton Christensen
called “How Will You Measure Your Life?” For Tony, it was already
crystal clear—it’s all about the lives he impacts. That’s why he’s built
a most unusual arsenal of tools, best practices, published works, and
courses; and he’s developed and proven a methodology that
dramatically impacts—Clarity, Focus, and Execution.
Together with his team, he creates life-changing experiences in his
private studio.
In this book we’ve shared thank-you letters, testimonials,
endorsements, and stories of some of Tony’s highest achieving
clients, who tell how their lives and organizations have been
changed by “the Tony experience.” Tony has personally coached,
impacted, and learned from multiple millionaire/billionaire
entrepreneur families—from many on the Forbes Richest 400 list to
the CEOs of Walmart, Sam’s Club, Ford, Shell, Texaco, TGI Fridays,
Firestone, and Samsung, as well as the world’s top network
marketers. And while he’s had the privilege of impacting their lives,
they have also impacted his.
When you work with pioneers and thought leaders of such
outstanding caliber year after year, you pick up distinctions, tactics,
and proven best practices that allow you to be even sharper and
more intentional in your own focus. Tony continues to absorb,
learn, and share every day of his life.
This book has a simple purpose. If you’re considering becoming a
client, customer, or partner and want to foresee what kind of
impact you can expect for yourself and your organization, read on.
It’s all genuine and real. We’re about impacting lives.

Nonie

Nonie Jobe, Life Team Member

We use these six key tools to help winners win
more and transform vision into reality, faster…

Contacts
Over 30,000 relationships with top performers in
virtually all industries and disciplines.

Arsenal (IP)
In addition to the tools above, we have over 50
published works and dozens of courses.

Team
Hand-selected team of experts with an average
tenure of 15+ years.

Publishing
TJI has over 50 published books and dozens of
courses providing knowledge and best practices
for results.

Tony Jeary Energy
Tony’s infectious energy will help drive each
initiative to execution and with faster results.

The RESULTS Center
Top achievers have discovered TJI’s DFW located
RESULTS center to be the perfect meeting facility
for their leadership team.

Read on to understand the impact.

SPEECHES
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A great speaker will engage, energize, and inspire.

“

I have never had such positive feedback from a single speaker.
BILL TODD—Marriott Hotels
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“You rock!! Video was
awesome- my survey
results were tops. Thank
you so much.”

—Stuart Johnson, Owner and CEO

Stuart has a keen eye for spotting success and potential for success.
He is the founder, owner, and CEO of SUCCESS Partners, the parent
company of some of the most influential publications and services,
including Direct Selling News and SUCCESS magazine. Over 30 years
ago, Stuart started what is now known as SUCCESS Partners, one of
the most highly regarded suppliers to the direct-selling channel of
distribution. Focused on creating results through partnership,
expertise, and innovation, SUCCESS Partners empowers companies
by providing strategic and creative solutions for growth.

Tony has helped Stuart facilitate strategy
in developing major events, launching
products, and providing growth strategies
for organizations globally. Their work
together spans almost two decades,
and together they leverage
their respective strengths.
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“Tony, Great day. Tremendous feedback
about your session. Thank You.
You made a big impact.”
—Rich Geraffo, EVP

“You were magnificent.”
—Maria Peninger Sutef
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"Our ability as leaders
to be clear on what we
want, when we want it,
and why we want it is
really important."

—Peter Galanis, Group VP

Peter is experienced in managing start-up divisions, adopting
technology paradigm shifts, and leading organizational
transformations. He is a market and brand leader with experience
across today’s next-generation IT disciplines, cloud-based hardware,
database, enterprise software, software-as-service solutions, and
platforms as a service.
Peter is known as
a change agent
and a transformational leader who
leads from the
front and inspires
teams to embrace
the limits of their
capabilities. He
has nurtured and
promoted dozens
of senior IT
leaders during his
career.

We first engaged with Peter during his
tenure as HP Canada’s President, when he
was managing the Canadian territory. As a
strong believer in TJI methodologies,
Peter has asked Tony to become his
lifetime coach.
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“Tony has the unique ability to tailor
his presentations to your specific needs.
He presents in a very easy manner to understand
and gets people involved; and at the end of the
presentation, you are VERY glad you attended.
He is truly a master at his
craft.”
—Alan R. Weiss, COO South Central Agencies

“Tony shows us presenting is not
just about being on stage, it’s about
communicating our ideas in ways
that inspire the enthusiastic
support of others in all aspects of
our lives. This is an important
lesson for any winner.”
—Denis Waitley, author of The Psychology of Winning
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“I’m more than
encouraged. With Tony…
I am looking forward to
the future!”

—Rob Flick

Rob is the fastest growing and largest eXp attractor, and is also the
largest recruiter ever with Keller Williams to date. He is a special
man with a special set of talents.
Rob developed a passion for passive income-producing strategies
and is committed to coaching and mentoring other like-minded
people to do the same.

Rob and his wife Jen teamed up with Tony
after reading his popular book RESULTS
Faster! Tony impacted Rob’s thinking to
such a level that he decided to bring him
to his entire organization
so he could constantly grow his leaders’
thinking, as well.
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“Tony came, engaged, motivated, and energized.”
—Brian Gareau

“You bring professionalism, expertise,
knowledge, and the gift of self to
grow the human potential.”
—Susan Abar
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“Tony has helped me get
much clearer in my vision
and what to do next to
accelerate execution and
strategic plan.”
—Steve Dulin, Elder

In 1996, Steve founded MasterPlan Business Ministries, a Christian
organization dedicated to assisting Christian businessmen in fulfilling
their God-given purpose in every area of life. Today that vision has
grown and is within Gateway. Steve is a special man and is a
founding elder at Gateway Church, a 30,000-member church in
Southlake, Texas.
“Tony consulted me
on our business,
one of the largest
interior finish-out
companies in the
DFW metroplex. He
also consulted on
Kingdom Business
Leaders, the largest
church-based
ministry to business
leaders in the US.”

Steve came to TJI originally looking for a
presentation coach, and that relationship
blossomed. Tony also became his business
coach and strategist, and Steve became
Tony’s parenting mentor. Both men love
to learn and love to serve.
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COACHING
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A coach gives you a competitive advantage and
accelerates success.

“

“This has been very powerful by compressing the time; high-value.
I’m leaving pleasurably overwhelmed.”
RICK SEARFOSS—Commander, Astronaut
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“Tony is my coach,
for life.”

—Peter H. Thomas, Innovator and Franchisor
Co-founder of Entrepreneurs’ Organization, Peter has been
recognized as one of the leading franchisors, developers, and
lenders of his time in North America, and has developed billions of
dollars in real estate projects—from shopping centers, apartments,
and condominiums to golf courses. He is the past chairman and
founder of Century 21 Real Estate Canada Ltd., he founded Samoth
Capital Corporation (now known as Sterling Centrecorp, Inc.), and he
developed the Four Seasons Resort in Scottsdale, Arizona.
To ensure Peter is
As a savvy businessman for over sixty
current and
years, Peter remains committed to
relevant in what is
growing himself and others as long as he
going on in
continues to breathe.
business today, he
and select partners
He chose Tony as his business coach
(including Tony)
when he discovered he was the only
have acquired a
person he knew who was as
franchise company
intentionally
goal-oriented as he was. He
called Dogtopia,
considers Tony his
which they feel
will revolutionize
“business coach for life.”
the Doggy Day
Care business. Peter serves as chairman of this company.
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“You’ve turned my world upside down with
knowledge and opportunities I never
knew existed. I can’t help but be
successful in this new world I’ve entered.
I flip your RESULTS coin all day long.”
—Dan Stoks
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“Coaching with Tony, I
have made HLAs a
priority in my effort to
build ‘legendary leaders.’”

—Joanne Moretti, Founder and CEO
Joanne is a family woman with a great partner of 30 years and two
really smart kids—a daughter who is a current Baylor Law School
student, and a son who is a senior in high school and speaks four
languages.
Joanne is a former Fortune 200 CMO and Go-To-Market Executive
for Jabil, Dell, HP & CA Technologies. She currently serves on
several boards/advisory boards and mentors four young women and
one young man. She says, “Professionally, I empower sales.
Personally, I empower women.
“Tony’s
methodologies, and
specifically his help
in focusing me on
High Leverage
Activities, taught
me how to create
Strategic
Acceleration for
some of the biggest
technology and
manufacturing
brands in the world.”

Joanne met Tony on an airplane when he
was handing out Strategic Acceleration
books to executives. Tony has since
helped her design, develop, and
implement her strategy for the awardwinning HP Sales University and apply
those same principles to her own
consultancy, thereby helping six of the
most disruptive technology companies in
the world focus and create long-term and
sustainable growth for their stakeholders.
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“What a day! In fact, what a week of
work in one day! You bring all new
meaning to efficiency and
effectiveness.”
—Joel Barker, Futurist and Author
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“It was eye-opening to me
that I am a brand, and I
can be strategic about it
or not.”

—Ginger Mollo, Sr. Director L&D

Ginger is a high-achieving, goal-focused leader with 20+ years of
progressive retail and L&D experience, including 12 years of
executive-level expertise. She is committed to delivery of first-class
customer service using innovative practices. She tenaciously
challenges the status quo to fuel process improvements as they
relate to operations management, staffing, and service delivery. She
relishes leading high-performance teams. She was instrumental in
helping create Apple’s organization-wide “Market Leader Strategy.”

Ginger is always looking for new ways to
motivate, inspire, and educate her team.
Being responsible for training strategy for
an organization like Apple where things
are always changing, she loves the
challenge of keeping up the pace. Tony
has supported Ginger in her role there,
offering best practices, methodologies,
and concepts to help her create a strong
team of professionals who manage
training for over 60,000 individuals.
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“Tony, you are a true master. We have seen and
worked with the best. You are now a permanent
part of our team. This is the best investment we
have made in years.”
—Keith and Sandi Cunningham, CEO and Founding Partners of Keys

to the Vault

“The money
and time I
spent with
Tony was the best long-term value I ever
received. Because it worked, I'm still using the
tactics, years later, and I have shared his advice
with so many others.” —Dave Lesh, Founder and President
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“Their writings are a Success Playbook that will
raise performance of top leaders
across the business world.”
—Ricky Richardson—President
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“I am still reeling from my first day with Tony.
What an amazing day it was and what an
amazing person he is! I don’t think I’ve ever met
anyone who is so intentional about the way he
lives his life.”
—Erin Botsford, Author
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STRATEGY
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Being strategic can be your number
one component of success.

“

“Excellent investment! Look forward to working with you more.”
KEITH CARGILL—President, Texas Capital Bank
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“Tony taught me I need
10% think time to be
more strategic.”

—Jared Burnett, Founder Pure Team Global

Jared operates the team and resource website
PureTeamGlobal.com, where the mission is to train, equip, and
inspire through his company’s website, resources, app, exclusive
magazine, and live events. PureTeamGlobal employs a team of
professionals whose goal is delivering the No. 1 success system in
the world for those in their profession. He was recently ranked 27th
in the top earners of the world in network marketing.

Jared has built deep teams in the direct
sales industry, always looking for ways to
better the lives of people in his
organization. He is an entrepreneur with a
strong creative side, who searches for
needs he can fill. Currently working under
the Pure organization, Jared continues to
utilize Tony's support to learn best
practices on communicating his ideas to
his teams and live life to the fullest.
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“Tony, you’re multi-faceted. We’ve worked
together on everything from team-building to
branding to strategic planning, and what you
offered was excellent. As for communications, our
meetings are much more productive and efficient.
Your versatility in working with our sales team
went a long way in helping us grow diversified
products. Probably the biggest benefit came,
however, when you helped us with strategic
planning; your process helped keep it from falling
into a predictable exercise, manage difficult
personalities, and get engagement that yielded
great results.”
—Mike Gorey, President, Firestone BP
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“You are by far the
best facilitator I have
ever been exposed to…
Strategic Acceleration
says it all. No stones
left unturned.”
—Ray Greer, CEO

Ray Greer is Chief Executive Officer at Omnitrax. He was most
recently president of BNSF Logistics and has also held leadership
roles at Greatwide Logistics Services, Newgistics, Ryder Logistics,
and FedEx Corp. Ray loves a challenge—and the bigger the challenge
the better! He can turn a company around in a minimal amount of
time. Ray implements best practices that provide a clear vision for
his team and help them understand their roles, responsibilities, and
daily High Leverage Activities so they can execute for the needed
results.

“Best return on
investment of
time. Bold.
Efficient.
Exciting!”

Ray has worked with Tony throughout his
several different roles in different
organizations, mainly in the logistics industry.
Whenever fine-tuning is needed, he
assembles his team, gets them set to move
into action, and calls Tony to come in to make
sure all the parts are working together and
running smoothly.
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“Tony helped us get things done in hours, days,
and weeks that might have taken months and
years with less clarity and focus.”
—Dick Metzler

“Tony was a big hit within PepsiCo; he was the
talk in the hallways!”
—Charles Dents, Group Manager

“Your time, dedication, and long working hours
truly made this event a success. Launching three
courses in four languages in less than 60 days
was an amazing task.”
—Jeff Woods
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“Tony, working with you
was a gift. We
accomplished our goals for
a fraction of the cost of a
major consulting house.
That is my definition of
value.”

—Alison Hague, Director

Alison connected with TJI during our earlier work with Amway. She
had a true appreciation for Tony's work in training and personal
development and brought many of his concepts and best practices
into their training programs. She became a force in the T&D world
as Amway piloted many educational opportunities for their field to
educate and train people. She is still involved in this aspect in her
current role as Director of Sylvan Learning.

“When you work in an organization that has

“One day with
a sense of urgency to achieve results, every
Tony allowed us
month, day, and minute matter. Tony
to establish a
emerged
as someone who could help us
workable
devise and plan to get rapid and effective
roadmap for
results. He spent time understanding the
implementation.
Regular checkpeople, politics, organizational obstacles, and
ins kept us on
constraints. In a few short hours, we put
track and
together a strategic plan that passed the
provided us with
careful review of company leadership.”
flexibility to
adjust changing business needs.”
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“A clear success has been
in the area of strategic
communication.”

—Mark Mitchell, Managing Director, Customer Experience

Mark Mitchell served as Managing Director of Customer Experience
at American Airlines from August 2007-May 2011. Prior to that, he
served as Managing Director of Operations for America at Los
Angeles International Airport. He was responsible for a team that
integrated new customer-focused programs, processes, systems,
products, services, and other enhancements designed to improve
the overall experience for American Airlines customers worldwide.

“Both my
professional
career and
personal life have
been tremendously impacted
in a positive way
over the past
decade in working
with and knowing
Tony.”

In his 33+ years with American Airlines, Mark
has been blessed with opportunities to
continue to add strategic experiences, skills,
strengths and responsibilities to his everchanging roles. Each time a new opportunity
presents itself, Mark connects with Tony to
help prepare for success, sharpen the vision
for the mission and new role, align his team
members, and give them the opportunity to
develop personally as well as professionally.
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MOVE FASTER TO ACHIEVER YOUR GOALS.
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“Tony continues to give
me the structure for
clarity.”

—Kevin Guest, CEO
Kevin Guest is the Chief Executive Officer of USANA Health
Sciences, a global, billion-dollar health and nutritional supplement
company. As CEO, Kevin has overseen record company growth as
well as new product development, strategic marketing, and
USANA's audio, video, and event productions worldwide. He is also
a member of the board of directors for the Direct Selling
Association, and a member of the CEO Council for the World
Federation of Direct Selling Association.

Kevin takes this role as CEO seriously,
always looking to Tony for ways to refine
the roles and responsibilities of each
person, working off each other's
strengths and putting communication
foremost in anything that happens. He is
a strong leader who can motivate, inspire
and build loyalty because of his personal
behavior. He is balanced by his passion
for music and his strong faith.
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TONY WILL HOLD YOU
ACCOUNTABLE FOR RESULTS

“With your support we exceeded the financial and
brand extension goals we had in this market
segment…it is rare to find anyone who is as
passionate about delivering
excellence as you are.”
—Bob Moore
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STRATEGIC PARTNER
ALL THE WAY TO VALUE
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HELPED OUR BOARD GALVANIZE AROUND OUR
MOST IMPORTANT PRIORITIES
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PUBLISHING
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Publishing provides a platform to support the continuous
success of others.

Publishing to get RESULTS Faster!

“

“Your library of information, ideas, and systems are a real treasure.”
R. MORRIS SIMS—New York Life
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As you may already know, Tony has spent much of his career
developing books and tools to help others be more successful. As a
young entrepreneur, books had a huge impact on his life, and he has
continued that impact through his own works.
In addition to his published works, he has helped numerous others
publish their own books that serve to support their personal
platform or represent their company is some way. In today’s
publishing world, there are no excuses for holding back from
producing your own branded publishing tool.
Within this chapter you will find a sampling of the works produced
both by Tony and his clients. Often, people have misconceptions
about authors. Many authors are not writers, and yet they have a
platform and content that has value to provide to others. They
utilize other experts in various fields of publishing to help them bring
their ideas to life and create life-changing tools.
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50

Books Authored by Tony Jeary
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Daymond John picks
LIFE IS A SERIES OF PRESENTATIONS

as one of the six must-reads, right
up there with Think and Grow Rich.
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We put
books on
the bestseller lists.
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LIFE TEAM
MEMBERS
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A strong life team helps you do what you
do better and faster.

Fifteen years working to maximize
opportunities with our clients…
helping them win.
Dedication, follow-through,
commitment to results.
Eloise Worden, Relationship Manager

“

“Choose people for your life team whose gifts and talents
complement your own, and appreciate them often.”

TONY JEARY—The RESULTS Guy™
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—Tammy Kling, CEO

Tammy Kling is an international author, ghostwriter, speaker, and
literary coach to the world's leading CEO's, celebrities, and
individuals who want to pursue publishing. She is committed to
working with the homeless and helping them find their voice
through writing. She gives away thousands of books each year to
children who might not otherwise have books to read.

“Words are
currency.”

Tammy has been a neighbor, friend, and
working colleague for a number of years,
with her focus based on writing. She
believes writing can free the soul and
helps her clients tell their story in a
heartfelt way that carries a strong
message every time. She has assisted
many TJI clients in the creative process
and also works at organizing groups of
thought leaders to share ideas and push
the forefront of new worlds yet unseen by
the average eye.
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“As Tony’s counsel, I’ve been
privileged and blessed to
witness firsthand Tony’s work
ethic, focus, and all-out
commitment to client results over
three decades. He is truly unlike any other in his
zest for living and grasp of the big picture
necessary to maximize company profit and
human potential.”
—Buz Barlow, Personal Lawyer since 1988

Thirty years of working together to help big deals get done.

“Our relationship has been and continues to be
one of the great highlights of my business career
and my personal life. May God continue to bless
you! Thanks for everything!”
—David Boden, Boden and Associates CPA since 1990
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“Balance is critical. Be
sure to slow down and
smell the roses.”

—Ron Lusk, CEO

Ron has been a person of influence in Tony’s life for many years and
they have partnered in several companies over the last 30 years. For
example, Ron bought lighting IP and immediately came to Tony’s
studio to build a strategy. They created a company, and within
months they did a reverse merger to take it public.
“Life’s lessons teach
us a lot, and Tony’s
methodology of
Clarity, Focus, and
Execution is by far
the most important,
whether it’s in
business or in your
personal life.”

Lighting Science was born in Tony’s studio. Ron
and Tony took it public and sold it a few years
later. It was one of the early companies to enter
the LED lighting space, and today it is still one of
the largest in the world. Almost every time Ron is
involved in a new project/company as a serial
entrepreneur, he brings Tony in as a strategist to
get things off on the right foot.
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“In a collaborative relationship
spanning two decades, we have
been able to not only see the
growth of TJI but the growth and
success of so many other companies and
high-performing entrepreneurs. Helping
companies reach their vision in times they
thought were impossible has been inspiring.
Helping entrepreneurs strengthen their
platform through coaching, content
development, and even publishing has
been extremely rewarding.”
—Tawnya Austin, Just the Talent Content Development and
Publishing
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COLLABORATIVE
RELATIONSHIPS
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RELATIONSHIPS
Collaborative relationships are often the difference
between excellence and greatness.

“

Jack and Tony jointly own an office building they designed and built
together—a great place and space for their respective enterprises.
The building is called The Results Center. Jack’s Oak Stream
Investments and Tony’s TJI are its tenants.

TONY JEARY AND JACK FURST
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“If it’s worth doing, it’s
worth doing over.”

—Jack Furst

Jack is a values-based visionary, a philanthropist, a thought leader, a
teacher and coach, an accomplished businessman, and a very astute
investor. His energy and commitment have propelled a multitude of
projects from inspiration to completion reality. He sees the world as
a summation of unbelievable opportunities, patiently waiting to be
seized and executed by just the right person or team, at just the
right time, to accomplish the right result.

Jack’s visions are usually big and bold, creating
opportunities for fellow travelers to join the team
and the collaborative process. Jack recently
enlisted Tony’s services to help the team in the
development of a plan to convert a football
stadium into a community union at
Arizona State University.
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“I am not only impressed with your coaching
skills, but more importantly your genuine,
commitment to supporting
your clients and building a true partnership.”
—Tom Grimm, President and CEO
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“Collaboration, for us, has
equaled growth.”

—Rob Budd

Rob’s team synergy has been aided by Tony and TJI working with his
ideas and knowledge and helping him shape his vision for the future
of this group.

Rob calls on Tony for a reset session every
couple of years to keep things on track and
momentum moving in the right direction.
Rob’s knowledge of the dental industry and its
client base has made him a well-respected
executive leader in the field. He and Tony
have been collaborating for over a decade.
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“I was highly recommended to Tony and his team
by the CEO of one of our largest and most
successful customers, who took the helm of a
trucking company in early 2013 that had lost
money for 24 straight quarters. I watched and
stayed in close contact with this trucking
company as they returned to profitability and
increased their stock value 7 times in less than 24
months. I consider the CEO of this company a
friend and he told me, ‘Justin you are crazy if you
don’t hire Tony to help you get results faster’. He
had worked closely with Tony since taking over in
early 2013.”
—Justin Fink, President Summit
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“Collaboration, for us, has
equaled growth.”

—Mike Scovel

Mike has worked with Tony on many facets of personal
development throughout the years, and today is at the very
top of New York Life’s most successful leaders.

Mike acts as a promoter for TJI, sending
winners who want to win more their way.
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“I would definitely recommend Tony for any
high paced, high performing executive team.
He makes the best
team a greater team!”
—Mike Onystok CEO

“Once again you have demonstrated that you
have a truly outstanding Rolodex, and that you
live up to your credo of action, execution, and
connecting your network. You always exceed
expectations!” —Roman K, Venture Capitalist

“Thanks to your organization and staff, we are
a better organization today because of our
relationship with you.”
—Mike Berry, President
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FAMILY
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Family is what makes everything we do worthwhile and
gives us a reason to keep working toward the future.

“

“Family is not an important thing. It is everything.”

MICHAEL J. FOX
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“HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAD!! Hope today is as
wonderful as you are. Excited to celebrate you on
Friday! Thank you for loving me so well and
investing in my life. You are an excellent
encourager, quick-thinker, life of the party and
generous man. I love you dearly! Have the BEST
day.”
—Brooke

“Dad, I can’t thank you enough for loving me the
way you do. You encourage me and support me
like no one else. I have loved the discussions we
have had recently more than you know. I am so
thankful for you. I love you so much!”
—Paige
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We’re blessed to help grow
our clients’ profits and value,
teams, health, and families.
You can be strategic about
them all.
Contact us at info@tonyjeary.com to discover more.

